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Since the outbreak of COVID-19, teams across Google have launched over 200 new products,
features and initiatives and are contributing over $1 billion in resources to help our users, clients,
pa�ners, and governments through this unprecedented time. Our major e�o�s are focused around:
providing trusted information to our users, helping people adapt to a changing world, and
contributing to recovery e�o�s across the globe. This repo�, dra�ed at the request of the EU
Commission, expands upon the aspects of this work that pe�ain to providing trusted information.

The EU Code of Practice on Disinformation was published on September 26 2018, in line with a goal
set by the European Commission’s April 26 2018 Communication: “Tackling online disinformation: a
European Approach”. Signatories (including Google) provided their formal subscriptions to the Code
in October 2018, and commi�ed to repo�ing on their progress on an annual basis.

Google’s �rst annual self-assessment was published by the EU Commission alongside with those of
other signatories on October 29, 2019. Since then, Google has engaged with a number of
organizations suppo�ing the European Commission as pa� of its assessment of this �rst series of
annual repo�s, and we are preparing for our 2020 annual repo� to be �led in October 2020.

In addition, at the behest of the EU Commission’s December 5 2018 Action Plan against
Disinformation, we went beyond the scope of our annual repo�ing commitment and published
monthly updates on our implementation of Code of Practice provisions ahead of the 2019 EU
Parliamentary elections. In that capacity, we published one baseline repo� and �ve monthly updates
between January and June 2019.

Similarly, on June 10th 2020, the EU Commission published a communication asking that Code of
Practice signatories provide “monthly repo�s on their policies and actions to address COVID-19
related disinformation”.

This request is one step removed from the repo�ing commitments that Google and other Code
signatories agreed upon in September 2018. Yet, we fully acknowledge the Commission’s concerns
with regards to addressing this impo�ant issue. Over the �rst half of 2020, Google and YouTube’s
product, engineering, and trust-and-safety teams have worked around the clock to ensure that our
services provide users with trustwo�hy information about the pandemic and that we empower
them to make informed decisions about their health and that of their loved ones. We understand
and welcome the Commission’s a�ention to our and other pla�orms’ work to that end, and will
engage with this new monthly repo�ing process as long as necessary.

As such, this repo� represents Google’s second monthly repo� in response to the request outlined
by the Commission’s June 10th communication. It builds upon our �rst repo� (published on
September 10 on the European Commission's website) and covers measures taken by Google and
YouTube towards responding to COVID-19 related disinformation, organized along the categories set
out by the Commission’s communication:

1. Initiatives to promote authoritative content;
2. Initiatives and tools to improve users’ awareness;
3. Repo�ing on social media manipulation and malign in�uence operations or coordinated

inauthentic behaviour detected on their services;
4. Policies on adve�ising linked to COVID-19 disinformation.

We appreciate that the Commission’s communication was dra�ed with many di�erent services in
mind, and that because these services are di�erent, they have di�erent degrees of exposure and
methods to tackle disinformation. As such, in places where the le�er of the Commission’s
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communication does not strictly apply to our products and services, we will repo� on the closest
equivalents available to us.

Because we did not radically alter our approach to coronavirus response since our last repo�, this
iteration largely borrows from the substance of our prior repo�s – with updated metrics covering up
to May 31st 2021, and the addition of new information about our products or policies in EU Member
States where relevant.

Addressing COVID-19 Vaccine misinformation and disinformation
As the European Commission and others around the world turn their a�ention to prepare for mis-
and disinformation that may be related to COVID-19 vaccination, so do we across our products
and services.

In many cases, this will not mean direct changes to our product or policy responses. This is by
design: most of the work that we do to take action against content that contradicts health
authorities is equally pe�inent to �ghting misinformation about COVID-19 vaccination as it is to
�ghting misinformation about the pandemic writ-large.

That being said, there will be new e�o�s that we unde�ake speci�cally to fu�her clarify or
elaborate upon our responses when it comes to addressing the potential for coronavirus vaccine
mis- and disinformation – for instance, policy updates, new outreach, or new features and
information panels.

We will include such new vaccine-speci�c e�o�s directly in the body of our repo�, as well as in
this dedicated section per the Commission’s request. That said, we want to be clear that these
e�o�s do not represent the integrality of our work that is relevant to addressing COVID-19
vaccine misinformation and disinformation – only the subset of our work that are speci�c to that
threat.

November 2020 updates:
● On October 14, we have fu�her expanded YouTube’s COVID-19 medical misinformation

policy to include a set of claims relating to a potential vaccine that contradict expe�
consensus from local health authorities or the World Health Organization (WHO). This
includes, for instance, claims that the COVID-19 vaccines will kill people who receive it; or
claims that the �u vaccine protects against COVID-19. Such claims would also be
prohibited under our Dangerous and Derogatory content policies in Google Ads and
AdSense, or in Search features that are covered by our Medical Topics policy.

● We will continue to work with the World Health Organization and European health
authorities to monitor emerging misinformation relating to vaccines that may result in
real-world harm and, as we have done since the beginning of the pandemic, will update
our policies, features, and information panels accordingly.

December 2020 updates:
● Since the beginning of the pandemic, we’ve given $250 million in Ad Grants globally to

help more than 100 government agencies run critical public service announcements
about COVID-19. Grantees will now be able to use these funds throughout 2021, including
for vaccine education and outreach campaigns.

● Beginning in the United Kingdom, we’re launching a new feature on Search so when
people look up information for COVID-19 vaccines, we will su�ace a list of authorized
vaccines in their location, as well as information panels on each individual vaccine. As
other health authorities begin authorizing vaccines, we’ll introduce this new feature in
more countries.

● On YouTube, with countries approving vaccines and beginning to enact their vaccination
plans, we are working to add authoritative vaccination information from local health
authorities to these info panels as it is made available to the public.
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● As of December 2020, the Google News Initiative is providing an additional $1.5 million to
fund the creation of a COVID-19 Vaccine Media Hub and suppo� new fact-checking
research.

○ Led by the Australian Science Media Centre, and with suppo� from technology
non-pro�t Meedan, the hub will be a resource for journalists, providing
around-the-clock access to scienti�c expe�ise and research updates. The
initiative includes science media centers and public health expe�s from Latin
America, Africa, Europe, No�h America and the Asia-Paci�c region, with content
being made available in seven languages.

○ To be�er understand what type of fact-checking can e�ectively counteract
misinformation about vaccines, we’re funding research by academics at
Columbia, George Washington and Ohio State universities. This research project
will survey citizens in ten countries to �nd out what kinds of formats, headlines
and sources are most e�ective in correcting COVID-19 vaccine misinformation
and whether fact checks that follow these best practices impact willingness to
get vaccinated.

● We have published a blog post to outline these updates to the public and contextualize
them in the framework of our broader e�o�s to address COVID-19 mis and
disinformation –
h�ps://blog.google/technology/health/accurate-timely-information-covid-19-vaccines

January 2021 updates
● On January 12th, we announced the launch of a new $3 million COVID-19 Vaccine

Counter-Misinformation Open Fund. This fund will focus on projects that aim to broaden
the audience of fact checks, pa�icularly with those who may be dispropo�ionately
a�ected by misinformation in mind. As of January 14th, it is accepting applications and is
open to news organizations globally, including from all EU27 countries.

● On Search, we are continuing to expand a feature which su�aces a list of authorized
vaccines in users’ locations in response to searches for information on COVID-19
vaccines. This feature also su�aces information on approved individual vaccines. As of
January 14th, the feature is currently available in 17 EU countries (see section 1 below for
full list).

● On YouTube, we continue to add vaccine information from local health authorities to our
existing COVID-19 information panels.

February 2021 updates
● On January 25th 2021 we announced an additional $100 million in ad grants for the World

Health Organization and nonpro�ts like the CDC Foundation.
● On Search, we are continuing to expand a feature which su�aces a list of authorized

vaccines in users’ locations in response to searches for information on COVID-19
vaccines. This feature also su�aces information on approved individual vaccines. As of
February 9th, the feature is currently available in 23 EU countries (see section 1 below for
full list).

March 2021 updates
● On YouTube, since expanding our COVID-19 misinformation policy to include

vaccine-related claims in October 2020,  we have removed 30,000 videos that included
claims about COVID-19 vaccination that contradict consensus among health authorities
(Q4 2020 data). We also continue to add vaccine information from local health authorities
to our existing COVID-19 information panels.

● On Search, we are continuing to expand a feature which su�aces a list of authorized
vaccines, statistics, and more in users’ locations in response to searches for information
on COVID-19 vaccines. This feature also su�aces information on approved individual
vaccines. As of March 4th, the feature is currently available in all 27 EU countries.
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● We are working with public health authorities and other authoritative sources to show
information about vaccine location, as it becomes available, on Google Search and Maps.

April 2021 updates
● Google contributed €25 million to help launch the ‘European Media & Information Fund’ to

strengthen media literacy skills, suppo� independent fact-checking and combat
misinformation. The Fund is managed by the European University Institute, the European
Digital Media Observatory and the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, with Google exempt
from all decision making.

● We announced the 11 projects selected for the COVID-19 Vaccine Counter-Misinformation
Open Fund that was announced in January – including:

○ A pa�nership between Aleteia (France) & Veri�cat (Spain) to work with a scienti�c
commi�ee and two research centers to source misinformation and create a
database of related fact checks available in seven languages for Catholic media
outlets around the world;

○ A pa�nership between Spanish outlets Servimedia and Maldita.es to join force to
create fact-checking content relevant for Spaniards with disabilities, in formats
that are accessible to them.

● Google commi�ed an additional $250 million in Ad Grants to governments, community
and public health organizations, including the WHO, that will fund more than 2.5 billion
vaccine-related PSAs. This brings our total commitment for COVID-related public service
announcements to more than $800 million.

● On Search, we are continuing to expand a feature which su�aces a list of authorized
vaccines, statistics, and more in users’ locations in response to searches for information
on COVID-19 vaccines. This feature also su�aces information on approved individual
vaccines. This feature is currently available in all 27 EU countries.

● We are working with public health authorities and other authoritative sources to show
information about vaccine location, as it becomes available, on Google Search and Maps.
In Europe, this feature is currently available in France, with more countries fo�hcoming.

May 2021 updates
● On Search, we are continuing to update a feature which su�aces a list of authorized

vaccines, statistics, and more in users’ locations in response to searches for information
on COVID-19 vaccines. This feature also su�aces information on approved individual
vaccines. This feature is currently available in all 27 EU countries.

● We are working with public health authorities and other authoritative sources to show
information about vaccine location, as it becomes available, on Google Search and Maps.
In Europe, this feature is currently available in France and Poland, with more countries
fo�hcoming.

June 2021 updates
● We are working with public health authorities and other authoritative sources to show

information about vaccine location, as it becomes available, on Google Search and Maps.
In the European Union, this feature is currently available in France, Poland, Italy, and
Ireland, with more countries fo�hcoming.
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1. Initiatives to promote
authoritative content
Since the beginning of the year, search interest in COVID-19 has grown in Europe and around the
world. In response, we have worked to help people �nd the information they need across Google
and YouTube – including by pa�nering with health organizations and governments to bring our users
authoritative information in a rapidly changing environment.

Our teams across the EU are working closely with government authorities and public health
institutions to su�ace  content from authoritative sources in local languages.

Over the course of this section, we will provide an overview of the initiatives, policies, and product
e�o�s we have unde�aken to those ends. Unless speci�ed otherwise, the content of this
section applies equally to all EU Member States .1

● In Search, we have introduced a comprehensive experience for COVID-19 that provides
easy access to information from health authorities alongside new data and visualizations.
This new format organizes the search results page to help people easily navigate resources
and makes it possible to add more information as it becomes available over time. This
experience comes as a complement to pre-existing work on Google Search and Google
News to recognize sensitive events and contexts, and our systems are designed to elevate
authoritative sources for those classes of queries. In December, we announced that
beginning in the United Kingdom, we’re launching a new feature on Search so when people
look up information for COVID-19 vaccines, we will su�ace a list of authorized vaccines in
their location, as well as information on each approved vaccine. As other health authorities
begin authorizing vaccines, we’ll introduce this new feature in more countries – including EU
member States. As of March 4th, the feature is currently available in all 27 EU countries:
Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czechia, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands,
Poland, Po�ugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, and Sweden.

1 This section does not cover the volume of free advertising offered to health agencies and public
authorities – that information has been moved to section 4, where we also address our broader efforts
as they relate to advertising.
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Components of our Coronavirus Search experience as available in Germany, Slovenia, and Ireland
– respectively

● On the Google HomePage, in pa�nership with the World Health Organization and other
health authorities, including those from the EU member states, we have promoted impo�ant
guidance to prevent the spread of COVID-19. The e�o�s, including prevention tips and
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messaging on our homepage, have launched in more than 100 countries to date, including all
27 EU member states.

● Across YouTube, we are elevating authoritative sources such as the WHO and local
authorities to help users get the latest COVID-19 information. We display information panels
linking to global and locally relevant health o�cials on our homepage, and in panels that
appear on videos and searches about COVID-19. With countries approving vaccines and
countries enacting their vaccination plans, we are adding authoritative vaccination
information from local health authorities to these info panels, as it is made available to the
public. Collectively, our panels have served over 400 billion impressions from more than 85+
locally relevant health o�cials around the world. We have also donated ad inventory to
governments and NGOs to help give their public health messages about COVID-19 more
visibility on YouTube. In addition, YouTube elevates content from authoritative channels such
as news organizations or health authorities when our systems detect that a user’s search is
health-related. Finally, to engage the vibrant YouTube community and to suppo� global
leaders in their urging people to stay home and help �a�en the curve of COVID-19, since
March 2020, YouTube pa�nered with creators around the world to launch our #StayHome
#WithMe campaign. YouTube engaged hundreds of creators and in�uencers across the
globe to �lm public service announcements to get young people to stay home and work out,
study, learn, cra�, and listen to music with their favorite YouTube creators vi�ually. In the EU,
we worked with popular creators like Norman fait des vidéos (France) and Paula Gonu
(Spain) to create and publish compilation videos emphasizing the impo�ant stay home
message. We also worked with creators to help them interview health expe�s and o�cials
and spread the latest and most accurate health guidance. For instance Tilo Jung (Germany)
interviewed the German Health Minister Jens Spahn, and Alexander Husum (Denmark)
interviewed Danish Prime Minister Me�e Frederiksen. French creators McFly and Carlito
produced a music video with 14 millions views sharing best practices against Covid in a
reaction to a challenge by President Macron.

YouTube Search results page in Germany, featuring a COVID-19 information panel and news sources
in the Top News shelf
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● In Google News, we have created a new COVID-19 section with links to up-to-date, relevant
stories from the international to local levels from a variety of authoritative sources. The
section is now available to users across 40 top impacted markets (including the following EU
member States: Belgium, Cyprus, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Greece, Netherlands,
Ireland, Italy, Poland, Po�ugal, Sweden) and puts local news front and center by highlighting
stories about the virus from local publishers in the reader’s area.

● We continue to elevate the work of fact-checkers in Google Search, Google News, and
Google Images by signalling fact-check a�icles in our results via dedicated tags and “rich
snippets” that make it easy for users to understand at a glance what is being fact-checked
and what the fact-checker’s assessment is. In order to bene�t from these features,
fact-checkers (EU-based or otherwise) need only to sta� signalling their fact-checks using
an open-source HTML code; to meet guidelines relating to accountability, transparency, and
readability; and to be ranked highly enough by our systems. While this e�o� began before
the COVID-19 pandemic, we have observed that many fact-checkers have elected to focus
on health misinformation over the course of the pandemic. It is possible to explore the
fact-checks that we index by visiting h�ps://toolbox.google.com/factcheck/explorer.
Overall,  fact checks published by fact-checking organizations from EU27 Member States
appear in Google Search over 6m times a week on average, adding up to over 30m
impressions throughout May 2021.

● On Google Maps, we are making it easier to �nd authoritative information about local health
resources, including COVID-19 testing sites, shelters, general mask availability, food banks
and vi�ual healthcare options where available. We’re also using authoritative data sources to
power a new tool that lets you see up to date information on how many new COVID-19 cases
have been detected in an area and whether these cases are on the rise or decline.  In
addition, Maps displays updated information about whether local businesses are open
during COVID-19 or are o�ering limited services like take out or deliver but closed for
dine-in. We’re also providing businesses with new ways to update their listing information to
include  impo�ant health and safety information front and center on their business pro�le.
As vaccination location information becomes available over the coming months, we’re
working with public health authorities and other authoritative sources to show that
information on Google Search and Maps.  In the European Union, this feature is currently
available in France, Poland, Italy, and Ireland, with additional countries fo�hcoming.

● On Google Play, we prioritize the review and publication of policy-compliant apps
published, commissioned or authorized by o�cial government entities and public health
organizations. Authorized COVID-19 apps must comply with all Play Developer policies,
including User Data, Permissions, and Malicious Behavior. We also launched a “stay informed”
page in the Play Store with apps that can help users stay informed and prepared during the
crisis, using authoritative sources such as the WHO app.  Play is also prioritizing a speedy
review and approval of Exposure Noti�cation apps – we refer interested governmental
public health entities to apply via the publicly available intake form. We also clearly mark
trusted o�cial Exposure Noti�cation apps for users to identify.

● A website, which provides resources dedicated to COVID-19 education and prevention, has
also been released. It is available on www.google.com/COVID-19 in more than ��y countries.
It is currently available in France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Poland, Po�ugal, Romania,
and Spain.
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● Since the beginning of the pandemic, Google has commi�ed over $800 million to help more
than 100 government agencies and global non-governmental organizations run critical
public service health announcements through our Ad Grants Crisis Relief program. Grantees
will be able to use these funds throughout 2021, including for vaccine education and
outreach campaigns. In January 2021 we announced an additional $100 million in Ad Grants
for the World Health Organization and nonpro�ts like the CDC Foundation. EU governments
and public authorities have thus far received $84.5m in Ad Grants. Resulting from the
program, as a result, as of May 2021, these EU governments and authorities have generated
483m impressions and 85m clicks, providing impo�ant health information across the EU. In
addition, we’ve given a total of $313m to EU-based nonpro�ts from March 2020 - May 2021,
many of whom are serving populations in increased need due to the crisis, leading to 2.6b
impressions and 353m clicks.
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2. Initiatives to improve user
awareness
Detecting and removing COVID-19 misinformation
In addition to elevating authoritative information, we take active steps to detect and remove
COVID-19 related misinformation that contradicts guidance from health authorities and may result in
real-world harm. These steps are distinct to our e�o�s to provide context to users as they may be
exposed to misinformation, which have already been outlined in pa� 1 of this repo� (e.g. information
panels on Google Search and YouTube; fact-checking).

As per section 1 of this repo� unless speci�ed otherwise, the content of this section applies
equally to all European countries.

● On YouTube, our Community Guidelines prohibit content that encourages dangerous or
illegal activities that risk serious physical harm or death, including ce�ain types of medical
misinformation. As the COVID-19 situation has evolved, we have pa�nered closely with
global and local health authorities to ensure our policy de�nition and enforcement is
e�ective in removing violative content where there is a serious risk of egregious harm. This
work has evolved into a comprehensive COVID-19 medical misinformation policy, which
prohibits, for example, content that denies the existence of the coronavirus or encourages
the use of home remedies in place of medical treatment. We also prohibit content that
explicitly disputes the e�cacy of global or local health authority advice regarding social
distancing that may lead people to act against that guidance. On  October 14, we fu�her
expanded this policy to include a set of claims relating to a potential vaccine that contradict
expe� consensus from local health authorities or the World Health Organization (WHO). For
example, we will remove content with claims that the COVID-19 vaccine will kill people who
receive it. In addition, in 2019, we began work to reduce recommendations of borderline
content—content that comes close to violating our policies but doesn’t cross the line—such
as ce�ain types of potentially harmful misinformation. We continue to expand this work
around the world.

● On Google Search, our medical topics policy applies to information we’ve highlighted via
our COVID-related Search features. We strive to show information that re�ects scienti�c
consensus and evidence-based best practices, since we consider this content high quality.
To this end, if this highlighted information runs contrary to general scienti�c consensus, we
reserve the right to correct or remove the information from the feature.

● On Google Play, our policies prohibit developers from capitalizing on sensitive events. Our
long-standing content policies strictly prohibit apps that feature health-related content or
functionalities that are misleading or potentially harmful, including about COVID-19. Apps
that violate these policies will be removed.

● On Maps, our policies prohibit misinformation about prevention, transmission and treatment
services, as well as allegations that an individual contracted COVID-19 at a pa�icular
location. These types of contributed content will be removed.
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Improving user awareness beyond the scope of our pla�orms
Helping the world make sense of information during a health crisis requires a broad-based response,
involving scientists, journalists, public �gures, technology pla�orms and many others. As such, we
will also outline in this section our initiatives to suppo� user awareness beyond direct interactions
with our services, e.g. via pa�nerships with or suppo� for relevant third pa�y organizations. Those
include:

● In March 2021, Google contributed €25 million to help launch the ‘European Media &
Information Fund’ to strengthen media literacy skills, suppo� independent fact-checking
and combat misinformation. The Fund is managed by the European University Institute, the
European Digital Media Observatory and the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, with Google
exempt from all decision making. Organisations are asked to register their interest in the
Fund on this website.

● A $3 million COVID-19 Vaccine Counter-Misinformation Open Fund, announced on January
12th, 2021 . This fund will focus on projects that aim to broaden the audience of fact checks,
pa�icularly with those who may be dispropo�ionately a�ected by misinformation in mind.
Applications opened on January 14th, and were open to news organizations globally,
including from all EU27 countries. On March 16th, we announced the 11 projects selected for
the Fund, including:

○ A pa�nership between Aleteia (France) & Veri�cat (Spain) to work with a scienti�c
commi�ee and two research centers to source misinformation and create a
database of related fact checks available in seven languages for Catholic media
outlets around the world;

○ A pa�nership between Spanish outlets Servimedia and Maldita.es to join force to
create fact-checking content relevant for Spaniards with disabilities, in formats that
are accessible to them.

● Suppo�ing coronavirus fact-checking and veri�cation e�o�s through more than $6.5 million
in funding from the Google News Initiative to fact-checkers and nonpro�ts �ghting
misinformation around the world, with an immediate concentration on COVID-19, to several
organizations including Correctiv, Maldita.es, Full Fact, First Dra� and Science Feedback in
Europe. In addition, we’re working to increase access to data, scienti�c expe�ise and fact
checks through suppo� for collaborative databases and providing insights to fact-checkers,
repo�ers and health authorities including sharing localized data from Google Trends on
COVID-19 down to the city level.

● As of December 2020, the Google News Initiative is providing an additional $1.5 million to
fund the creation of a COVID-19 Vaccine Media Hub and suppo� new fact-checking
research.

○ Led by the Australian Science Media Centre, and with suppo� from technology
non-pro�t Meedan, the hub will be a resource for journalists, providing
around-the-clock access to scienti�c expe�ise and research updates. The initiative
includes science media centers and public health expe�s from Latin America, Africa,
Europe, No�h America and the Asia-Paci�c region, with content being made
available in seven languages. It is up and running as of March 2021.

○ To be�er understand what type of fact-checking can e�ectively counteract
misinformation about vaccines, we’re funding research by academics at Columbia,
George Washington and Ohio State universities. This research project will survey
citizens in ten countries to �nd out what kinds of formats, headlines and sources are
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most e�ective in correcting COVID-19 vaccine misinformation and whether fact
checks that follow these best practices impact willingness to get vaccinated.

● Our established News Lab training for journalists has continued, our free workshops are
being facilitated live in Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, Polish, Po�uguese and
Spanish. As of May 2021, 25.7k Europeans have taken pa� in live sessions covering digital
veri�cation and data journalism skills since the sta� of the pandemic.

● Stanford University’s Big Local News and Pitch Interactive, with suppo� from the Google
News Initiative, have launched the COVID-19 Global Case Mapper, which makes it possible
for journalists anywhere in the world to embed up-to-date visualizations of the pandemic on
their sites for readers.

● Google launched a global Journalism Emergency Relief Fund through the Google News
Initiative to suppo� small and medium-sized news organizations producing original news for
local communities. In EMEA, we have provided funding to 1,550+ recipients from a global
total of 5,300.

● In addition, we have pa�nered with or suppo�ed (via grants from our foundation
Google.org) the work of third pa�y organizations that promote media literacy and improve
user awareness in the EU countries where we operate, including,:

○ In the Czech Republic, Google launched a localized version of Interland, a free
online game that helps educate children on online safety. The launch was welcomed
by the Head of Cybersecurity Unit of the Czech Police, who highlighted its
impo�ance pa�icularly in the context of the covid-19 pandemic and the related
increase in the amount of time children spend online.

○ In France, two Google.org grantees - Generation Numerique and Observatoire pour
la Parentalité et l'Éducation au Numérique - have provided their trainings to debunk
fake news and conspiracy theories, through online program Google Ateliers
Numériques - for example here.

○ In Spain, Google and the Prime Minister launched the media literacy program for
teens Infórmate focused on critical thinking as a vaccine against fake news, what
has been highlighted by H.M. the Queen during the quarantine for its impo�ance
against the challenging online content related to COVID.

○ In Germany, Google.org funded "Weitklick", a media literacy project which focuses
on information literacy and misinformation. The project aims to engage with
secondary and vocational teachers to help them address misinformation online and
its impact on democratic societies in the classroom with a blended learning concept
that includes an online pla�orm and digital tools in self-learning courses and
modules, online webinar sessions, and o�ine trainings. To achieve a nationwide
implementation the project will work with Ministries of Education to ce�ify the
project’s resources along states’ curricula; and it will work closely with journalists
and priority newsrooms on the development and implementation of teaching and
learning resources.
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3. Repo�ing on social media
manipulation and malign
in�uence operations
When we �nd a�empts to conduct coordinated in�uence operations on our pla�orms anywhere
around the world, we swi�ly take action by removing content from our services and terminating
these actors’ accounts, in accordance with our policies. In addition, we take steps to prevent
possible future a�empts by the same actors, and routinely exchange information and share our
�ndings with others in the industry.

We typically see less such violative activity on our services than other pla�orms, due in large pa� to
the nature of our services and the fact that they do not enable direct user-to-user sharing.
Neve�heless, we acknowledge the impo�ance of informing policy makers, researchers, journalists,
and the public on the nature of the a�acks we see across our services, so as to help inform
whole-of-society responses to disinformation.

There are well-known trade-o�s to engaging in such disclosures. They include the risk of disclosing
so much information that we’d enable malicious actors to be�er circumvent our defenses, or the risk
of unwi�ingly calling more a�ention to in�uence operations than their scale or e�ectiveness would
warrant (thus fu�hering the harms that they may cause). Finally, not every instance of manipulation
of our pla�orms is wo�h repo�ing: in many ways, one could think of the spammers that have sought
to circumvent our ranking systems since the early days of Google as engaging in pla�orm
“manipulation” – and while we do repo� on actions we take against spam in our annual webspam
repo�s , it is a di�erent kind of threat.2

Bearing all these considerations in mind, in May 2020, we have introduced a new, qua�erly bulletin
published by Google’s Threat Analysis Group, to share information about actions we take against
accounts that we a�ribute to coordinated in�uence operations (foreign and domestic). Our actions
against coordinated in�uence operations from January through June 2020 can be found in our Q1,
Q2 and Q3 bulletins, which we have replicated in this section. This bulletin is global in scope, and will
include any action we take that’d relate to an European member state.

Threat Analysis Group Coordinated In�uence Operations Bulletin – Q1 2020
This bulletin includes coordinated in�uence operation campaigns terminated on our pla�orms in
January, February and March of 2020.

January
● We terminated 3 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated

in�uence operations linked to Iran. The campaign was linked to the Iranian state-sponsored
International Union of Vi�ual Media (IUVM) network, and was reproducing IUVM content

2 https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2020/06/how-we-fought-search-spam-on-google.html
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covering Iran’s strikes into Iraq and U.S. policy on oil. We received leads from Graphika that
suppo�ed us in this investigation.

February
● We terminated 1 adve�ising account and 82 YouTube channels as pa� of our actions against

a coordinated in�uence operation linked to Egypt. The campaign was sharing political
content in Arabic suppo�ive of Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Egypt, and Bahrain and critical of Iran
and Qatar. We found evidence of this campaign being tied to the digital marketing �rm New
Waves based in Cairo. This campaign was consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by
Facebook.

March
● We terminated 3 adve�ising accounts, 1 AdSense account, and 11 YouTube channels as pa�

of our actions against a coordinated in�uence operation linked to India. The campaign was
sharing messages in English suppo�ive of Qatar. This campaign was consistent with similar
�ndings repo�ed by Facebook.

● We banned 1 Play developer and terminated 68 YouTube channels as pa� of our actions
against a coordinated in�uence operation. The campaign was posting political content in
Arabic suppo�ive of Turkey and critical of the UAE and Yemen. This campaign was
consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by Twi�er.

● We terminated 1 adve�ising account, 1 AdSense account, 17 YouTube channels and banned 1
Play developer as pa� of our actions against a coordinated in�uence operation linked to
Egypt. The campaign was posting political content in Arabic suppo�ive of Saudi Arabia, the
UAE, Egypt, and Bahrain and critical of Iran and Qatar. This campaign was consistent with
similar �ndings repo�ed by Twi�er.

● We banned 1 Play developer and terminated 78 YouTube channels as pa� of our actions
against a coordinated in�uence operation linked to Serbia. The domestic campaign was
posting pro-Serbian political content. This campaign was consistent with similar �ndings
repo�ed by Twi�er.

● We terminated 18 YouTube channels as pa� of our continued investigation into a
coordinated in�uence operation linked to Indonesia. The domestic campaign was targeting
the Indonesian provinces Papua and West Papua with messaging in opposition to the Free
Papua Movement. This campaign was consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by Twi�er.

Threat Analysis Group Coordinated In�uence Operations Bulletin – Q2 2020
This bulletin includes coordinated in�uence operation campaigns terminated on our pla�orms in
April, May and June of 2020..

April
● We terminated 16 YouTube channels, 1 adve�ising account and 1 AdSense account as pa� of

our ongoing investigation into coordinated in�uence operations linked to Iran. The campaign
was linked to the Iranian state-sponsored International Union of Vi�ual Media (IUVM)
network, and posted content in Arabic related to the U.S. response to COVID-19 and content
about Saudi-American relations. We received leads from FireEye and Graphika that
suppo�ed us in this investigation.

● We terminated 15 YouTube channels and 3 blogs as pa� of our ongoing investigation into
coordinated in�uence operations linked to Russia. The campaign posted content in English
and Russian about the EU, Lithuania, Ukraine, and the U.S., similar to the �ndings in a recent
Graphika repo� called Secondary Infektion. We received leads from Graphika that
suppo�ed us in this investigation.
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● We terminated 7 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to Russia. The campaign posted content in Russian, German, and
Farsi about Russian and Syrian politics and the U.S. response to COVID-19. This campaign
was consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by Facebook.

● We terminated 186 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to China. These channels mostly uploaded spammy, non-political
content, but a small subset posted political content primarily in Chinese similar to the
�ndings in a recent Graphika repo�, including content related to the U.S. response to
COVID-19.

● We terminated 3 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to Iran. The campaign posted content in Bosnian and Arabic that
was critical of the U.S. and the People's Mujahedin Organization of Iran (PMOI). This
campaign was consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by Facebook.

May
● We terminated 1,098 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated

in�uence operations linked to China. These channels mostly uploaded spammy, non-political
content, but a small subset posted political content primarily in Chinese similar to the
�ndings in a recent Graphika repo�, including content related to the U.S. response to
COVID-19. We received leads from Graphika that suppo�ed us in this investigation.

● We terminated 47 YouTube channels and 1 AdSense account as pa� of our ongoing
investigation into coordinated in�uence operations linked to Russia. The campaign posted
content in a coordinated manner primarily in Russian about domestic Russian and
international policy issues. This campaign was consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by
Facebook.

June
● We terminated 1,312 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated

in�uence operations linked to China. These channels mostly uploaded spammy, non-political
content, but a subset posted political content primarily in Chinese similar to the �ndings in a
recent Graphika repo�, including content related to racial justice protests in the U.S. This
campaign was consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by Twi�er.

● We terminated 17 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to Russia. The campaign posted comments in Russian in a
coordinated manner under a small set of Russian language videos. This campaign was
consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by Twi�er.

● We banned 3 Play Developers and terminated 1 adve�ising account as pa� of our actions
against a coordinated in�uence operation. The campaign was posting news content in
English and French, targeting audiences in Africa. We found evidence of this campaign being
tied to the PR company Ureputation based in Tunisia. This campaign was consistent with
similar �ndings repo�ed by Facebook.

Threat Analysis Group Coordinated In�uence Operations Bulletin – Q3 2020
This bulletin includes coordinated in�uence operation campaigns terminated on our pla�orms in Q3
2020.

July
● We terminated 1 adve�ising account and 7 YouTube channels as pa� of our actions against a

coordinated in�uence operation linked to Ecuador. The campaign was linked to the PR �rm
Estraterra, and posted content in Spanish about former Ecuador government employees.
These �ndings are consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by Facebook.
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● We terminated 299 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to China. These channels mostly uploaded spammy content in
Chinese about music, ente�ainment, and lifestyle. A very small subset uploaded content in
Chinese about COVID-19 and current events in Hong Kong. These �ndings are consistent
with our previous repo�s in the Q2 TAG bulletin.

August
● We terminated 1,846 YouTube channels and 5 blogs as pa� of our ongoing investigation into

coordinated in�uence operations linked to China. These channels mostly uploaded spammy
content in Chinese about music, ente�ainment, and lifestyle. A small subset of the channels
uploaded content in English about current events in Hong Kong and the U.S. response to
COVID-19. These �ndings are consistent with our previous repo�s in the Q2 TAG bulletin.

● We terminated 8 YouTube channels as pa� of our actions against a coordinated in�uence
operation linked to Yemen. This domestic campaign posted content in Arabic in suppo� of
the Yemeni government. This campaign was consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by
Facebook.

September
● We terminated 4 YouTube channels as pa� of our actions against a coordinated in�uence

operation. The campaign was linked to a U.S.-based PR �rm, CLS Strategies, and posted
content in Spanish about Mexican elections. This campaign was consistent with similar
�ndings repo�ed by Facebook.

● We terminated 1,628 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to China. These channels mostly uploaded spammy content in
English and Chinese about music, ente�ainment, and lifestyle. A small subset of the
channels uploaded content in English about current events in the U.S. and the U.S. response
to COVID-19. These �ndings are consistent with our previous repo�s in the Q2 TAG bulletin

Threat Analysis Group Coordinated In�uence Operations Bulletin – Q4 2020
This bulletin includes coordinated in�uence operation campaigns terminated on our pla�orms in Q4
2020. It was last updated on December 16, 2020.

October
● We terminated 12 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated

in�uence operations linked to Russia. This campaign uploaded content in Russian suppo�ing
the Russian military and criticizing U.S. military involvement in Japan. We received leads from
Facebook that suppo�ed us in this investigation.

● We terminated 2 YouTube channels as pa� of our investigation into coordinated in�uence
operations linked to Myanmar. This domestic campaign posted content focused on elections
and suppo�ing the Union Solidarity and Development Pa�y, (USDP). This campaign was
consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by Facebook.

● We terminated 35 YouTube channels as pa� of our investigation into coordinated in�uence
operations linked to Azerbaijan. This domestic campaign was linked to the New Azerbaijan
Pa�y and posted content suppo�ing the Azerbaijani government and promoting Azerbaijani
nationalism. This campaign was consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by Facebook.

● We terminated 26 YouTube channels and 1 blog as pa� of our ongoing investigation into
coordinated in�uence operations linked to Russia. This campaign uploaded content primarily
in Russian and included news clips and military videos suppo�ing the Russian government.
We received leads from the FBI that suppo�ed us in this investigation. This campaign was
consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by Facebook.
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● We terminated 2 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into a coordinated
in�uence operation linked to Iran. This campaign uploaded content in Farsi and Arabic that
was critical of the Saudi government.

● We terminated 7,479 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to China. These channels mostly uploaded spammy content in
Chinese about music, ente�ainment, and cooking. A very small subset uploaded content in
English about U.S. protests and ongoing wild�res. We received leads from FireEye and
Graphika that suppo�ed us in this investigation. These �ndings are consistent with our
previous repo�s in the Q2 and Q3 TAG bulletins.

November
● We terminated 10 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated

in�uence operations linked to Russia. This campaign uploaded content in Ukrainian about
current events in Ukraine and critical of President Zelensky and former Ukrainian President
Petro Poroshenko.

● We terminated 22 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to Indonesia. This domestic campaign posted content
suppo�ing the Indonesian government.

● We terminated 2 YouTube channels and 1 blog as pa� of our ongoing investigation into
coordinated in�uence operations linked to Iran. This campaign posted content in Arabic
about the Syrian civil war and critical of U.S. foreign policy. We received leads from the FBI
that suppo�ed us in this investigation.

● We terminated 3 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to Iran. This campaign posted content in English, Hebrew, and
Arabic suppo�ing anti-government protests in Israel. This campaign was consistent with
similar �ndings repo�ed by Facebook.

● We terminated 9 YouTube channels as pa� of our investigation into a coordinated in�uence
operation linked to Egypt. This campaign posted content in Arabic suppo�ive of the Muslim
Brotherhood and critical of Israel and Saudi Arabia. This campaign was consistent with
similar �ndings repo�ed by Facebook.

● We terminated 6 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to Iran. This campaign posted content in Farsi and Dari about
current events and included some content that misrepresented itself as Turkish and Afghan
news outlets. This campaign was consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by Facebook.

● We terminated 1 YouTube channel as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to Myanmar. This domestic campaign was linked to the Arakan
Army and posted content that misrepresented itself as local news. This campaign was
consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by Facebook.

● We terminated 3,407 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into
coordinated in�uence operations linked to China. These channels mostly uploaded spammy
content in Chinese about music, ente�ainment, and cooking. A very small subset uploaded
content in Chinese and English about the U.S. response to COVID-19 and social unrest in the
U.S. We received leads from Graphika that suppo�ed us in this investigation. These �ndings
are consistent with our previous repo�s in the Q2 and Q3 TAG bulletins.

December
● We terminated 1 YouTube channel and 1 adve�ising account as pa� of our ongoing

investigation into coordinated in�uence operations linked to Russia. This campaign uploaded
content in Russian critical of the Ukrainian government.
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● We terminated 1 blog as pa� of our investigation into coordinated in�uence operations
linked to Argentina. The campaign uploaded content in Spanish that was critical of an
Ecuadorian member of parliament.

● We terminated 5 YouTube channels and 2 blogs as pa� of our ongoing investigation into
coordinated in�uence operations linked to Russia. This campaign uploaded content in Arabic
about current events in the Middle East and No�h Africa. This campaign was consistent with
similar �ndings repo�ed by Facebook.

● We terminated 3 YouTube channels as pa� of our investigation into coordinated in�uence
operations linked to France. This campaign uploaded content in French that was suppo�ive
of the French government and critical of the Russian government. The campaign targeted
the Central African Republic and Mali. This campaign was consistent with similar �ndings
repo�ed by Facebook.

● We terminated 34 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to Myanmar. This domestic campaign uploaded content about
the Myanmar elections, regional con�icts, and current events related to the U.S., China, and
Malaysia.

● We terminated 3,317 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to China. These channels mostly uploaded spammy content in
Chinese about music, ente�ainment, and cooking. A very small subset uploaded content in
Chinese and English about the U.S. response to COVID-19 and anti-Chinese sentiment in the
U.S. We received leads from Graphika and Fireye that suppo�ed us in this investigation.
These �ndings are consistent with our previous repo�s in the Q2 and Q3 TAG bulletins.

Threat Analysis Group Coordinated In�uence Operations Bulletin – Q1 2021
This bulletin includes coordinated in�uence operation campaigns terminated on our pla�orms in Q4
2020.

January
● We terminated 4 YouTube channels and 1 adve�ising account as pa� of our ongoing

investigation into coordinated in�uence operations linked to Ukraine. This campaign
uploaded content in Russian pe�aining to current events in Kazakhstan and critical of
European Union policies toward Moldova.

● We terminated 5 blogs as pa� of our investigation into coordinated in�uence operations
linked to Morocco. This campaign uploaded content in Arabic that was critical of the
Algerian government. This campaign was consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by
Facebook.

● We terminated 5 YouTube channels as pa� of our investigation into coordinated in�uence
operations linked to Brazil. This campaign was linked to a PR �rm named AP Exata
Intelligence and uploaded content in Po�uguese expressing suppo� for several mayoral
candidates in Brazil. This campaign was consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by
Facebook.

● We terminated 6 YouTube channels as pa� of our investigation into coordinated in�uence
operations linked to Kyrgyzstan. The campaign uploaded content in Kyrgyz critical of the
former President Almazbek Atambayev and the opposition leader Adakhan Madumarov. This
campaign was consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by Facebook.

● We terminated 3 adve�ising accounts as pa� of our investigation into coordinated in�uence
operations linked to Egypt. This campaign was linked to a PR �rm named Mubashier and
uploaded content in Arabic suppo�ive of the Russian government across several countries
in the Middle East.
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● We terminated 1 YouTube channel as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to Russia. This campaign uploaded content in Russian on current
events in Ukraine.

● We terminated 1 YouTube channel, 2 adve�ising accounts and 1 mobile developer account as
pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated in�uence operations linked to Russia. This
campaign uploaded content in Russian on such topics as the U.S. election and the poisoning
of Alexei Navalny.

● We terminated 5 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to Russia. This campaign uploaded content in Russian on such
topics as the annexation of Crimea and the Syrian civil war.

● We terminated 2 YouTube channels and 1 adve�ising account as pa� of our ongoing
investigation into coordinated in�uence operations linked to Russia. This campaign uploaded
content in Russian on historical events in Afghanistan, Armenia and Ukraine.

● We terminated 2 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to Russia. This campaign uploaded content in Russian on such
topics as the U.S. current events and Alexei Navalny political rallies.

● We terminated 2,946 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to China. These channels mostly uploaded spammy content in
Chinese about music, ente�ainment, and lifestyle. A very small subset uploaded content in
Chinese and English about the U.S. response to COVID-19 and growing U.S. political
divisions. We received leads from Graphika that suppo�ed us in this investigation. These
�ndings are consistent with our previous repo�s in the Q3 and Q4 TAG bulletins.

February
● We terminated 5 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated

in�uence operations linked to Iran. This campaign uploaded content in English, Farsi, and
Bahasa Indonesian on several topics including criticism of Israel and the U.S. election. This
campaign was consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by Twi�er.

● We terminated 5 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to Russia. This campaign uploaded content in Russian speci�c to
narratives around the Russian military. This campaign was consistent with similar �ndings
repo�ed by Twi�er.

● We terminated 938 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to China. These channels mostly uploaded spammy content in
Chinese about music, ente�ainment, and lifestyle. A very small subset uploaded content in
Chinese and English about the U.S. COVID-19 vaccine rollout and current events. We
received leads from FireEye and Graphika that suppo�ed us in this investigation. These
�ndings are consistent with our previous repo�s in the Q3 and Q4 TAG bulletins.

March
● We terminated 13 YouTube channels as pa� of our investigation into coordinated in�uence

operations linked to Morocco. This campaign uploaded content in Arabic that was
suppo�ive of Morocco’s government and discussed issues related to regional intelligence
agencies as well as Moroccan ownership of the Western Sahara region. This campaign was
consistent with similar �ndings repo�ed by Facebook.

● We terminated 3 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to Russia. This campaign uploaded content in Russian, French,
German, English and Spanish about the con�ict in Syria, historical footage of the war in
Afghanistan, and the civil war in Eastern Ukraine.
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● We terminated 34 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to Russia. This campaign uploaded content in Russian that was
critical of the protests in suppo� of Alexei Navalny.

● We terminated 33 YouTube channels and 2 adve�ising accounts as pa� of our ongoing
investigation into coordinated in�uence operations linked to Myanmar. This campaign
uploaded content in Burmese about the military coup in Myanmar.

● We terminated 682 YouTube channels and 2 adve�ising accounts as pa� of our ongoing
investigation into coordinated in�uence operations linked to China. These channels mostly
uploaded spammy content in Chinese about music, ente�ainment, and lifestyle. A very small
subset uploaded content in Chinese and English about China’s COVID-19 vaccine e�o�s and
social issues in the U.S. These �ndings are consistent with our previous repo�s in the Q3 and
Q4 TAG bulletins.

Threat Analysis Group Coordinated In�uence Operations Bulletin – Q2 2021
This bulletin includes coordinated in�uence operation campaigns terminated on our pla�orms in Q2
2021.

April
● We terminated 3 YouTube channels as pa� of our investigation into coordinated in�uence

operations linked to El Salvador. This campaign uploaded content in Spanish focusing on a
mayoral race in the Santa Tecla municipality. Our �ndings are similar to �ndings repo�ed by
Facebook.

● We terminated 43 YouTube channels as pa� of our investigation into coordinated in�uence
operations linked to Albania. This campaign uploaded content in Farsi that was critical of
Iran’s government and suppo�ive of Mojahedin-e Khalq. Our �ndings are similar to �ndings
repo�ed by Facebook.

● We terminated 728 YouTube channels as pa� of our ongoing investigation into coordinated
in�uence operations linked to China. These channels mostly uploaded spammy content in
Chinese about music, ente�ainment, and lifestyle. A very small subset uploaded content in
Chinese and English about protests in Hong Kong and criticism of the U.S. response to the
COVID-19 pandemic. These �ndings are consistent with our previous repo�s.

4. Policies on adve�ising
linked to COVID-19
disinformation
Preserving the integrity of our adve�ising pla�orms during the COVID-19 pandemic is a continuation
of the work that we do to minimize content that violates our policies and stop malicious actors.
Thousands of people work across our teams every day to make sure we’re protecting our users and
enabling a safe ecosystem for adve�isers and publishers, and each year we share a summary of the
work we’ve done.
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In 2020, we blocked and removed globally 3.1 billion bad ads - that’s more than 5900 bad ads per
minute. We also suspended more than 1.7 million adve�iser accounts for egregious policy violations.
On the publisher side, we removed ads from over 1.3 billion pages that are pa� of our publisher
network (for violating our policies) and took site level action on nearly 1.6 million publishers.

As mentioned, we have a wide range of policies to protect users and the ads ecosystem at large. For
instance on AdSense our Dangerous or Derogatory Content policy prohibits monetization of content
"promoting or advocating for harmful health or medical claims or practices." For example, under this
policy, we demonetize publisher content that includes claims about the propagation of COVID-19
that contradict the WHO guidance, such as theories involving 5G towers as a transmission vector. In
addition, on July 17th we put additional safeguards in place by expanding our harmful health claims
policies for both publishers and adve�isers to include content about a current, major health crisis
that contradicts authoritative, scienti�c consensus. This change went into e�ect mid-August 2020.

On Google Ads as well as Shopping, our Sensitive Events policies do not allow ads that potentially
pro�t from or exploit a sensitive event with signi�cant social, cultural, or political impact, such as civil
emergencies, natural disasters, public health emergencies, terrorism and related activities, con�ict,
or mass acts of violence.

– and we have begun treating the COVID-19 crisis as a sensitive event all around the world (including
in all EU member states) by the end of January 2020.

Over time, we sta�ed phasing in allowances for COVID-related ads from government organizations,
healthcare providers, non-governmental organizations, intergovernmental organizations, veri�ed
election ads adve�isers and managed private sector accounts with a history of policy compliance
who want to get relevant information out to the public.

Ads that are allowed still have to abide by our policies, which also disallow the promotion of harmful
medical or health claims and practices. In addition, we enforce a temporary restriction on masks that
may be vital for healthcare workers during the COVID-19 response to prevent adve�ising that may
capitalize on coronavirus disease and we are taking additional steps to prevent a�i�cially in�ated
prices that limit or prohibit access to other essential items on Google’s network.

Our Publisher policies aim to strike a delicate balance - providing room for publishers to engage,
repo� on and express controversial topics and opinions, while ensuring we are preventing user harm
and instilling trust in our adve�iser pa�ners that their ads are running against appropriate content.
We also empower adve�isers with choice and control; adve�isers can choose whether or not their
ads run on ce�ain pages or sites through, for example, keyword, topic or webpage/video exclusion.

More information about these policies can be found in our Google Ads Help Center update page on
the COVID-19 pandemic, and we are outlining below a breakdown of the actions that we took
against violative Ads in EU member states. Speci�cally:

● Since January 2020, we’ve blocked or removed over 102 million coronavirus-related ads -
including Shopping ads -  from EU-based adve�isers and buyers for policy violations
including price-gouging, capitalizing on global medical supply sho�ages, making misleading
claims about cures, and most recently, fake vaccine doses.

● We have also suspended more than 1,950 accounts - including Merchant accounts on
Shopping -  from EU-based adve�isers for trying to circumvent our systems, including for
Covid related ads and o�ers.
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https://blog.google/products/ads-commerce/ads-safety-report-2020/
https://support.google.com/adsense/answer/9335564?hl=en&ref_topic=1250104
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https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/9811449


● We have also taken action on over 12,000 URLs with Covid related content under our
Dangerous or derogatory content policy, for harmful health claims.

A member-state level breakdown of these actions is available in the table below:

Google Ads

Member States, by 2-le�er
country codes Blocked Ads Account Suspensions

AT 9233650 0

BE 476037 1

BG 32337 0

CY 33224 1

CZ 428939 2

DE 12311114 15

DK 205956 1

EE 10507 0

ES 2444200 52

FI 35792 0

FR 625861 5

GR 49692 0

HR 15871 0

HU 27064 0

IE 531228 11

IT 352090 3

LT 14118 0

LU 11345 0

LV 6679 0

MT 12890 0

NL 4528508 10

PL 626260 7

PT 48227 0

RO 54639 1

SE 169351 0

SI 5192 0

SK 44637 0

Total Ads 32,335,408 109

Google Shopping
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Member States, by 2-le�er
country codes Blocked O�ers Account Suspension

AT 3876208 138

BE 3538921 63

BG 512 0

CY 98 0

CZ 961414 92

DE 19326487 432

DK 3093131 28

EE 391 0

ES 4919105 141

FI 1007872 23

FR 9821132 250

GR 496679 1

HR 294 0

HU 562230 89

IE 3480413 12

IT 6439578 147

LT 286 0

LU 125 0

LV 359 0

MT 69 0

NL 3869450 102

PL 2540486 190

PT 1517543 21

RO 418819 86

SE 3331749 6

SI 832 0

SK 604518 25

Total Shopping 69,808,701 1,846

Total Ads & Shopping 102,144,109 1,955

Publisher/AdSense

Member States, by 2-le�er
country codes Blocked URLs
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AT 59

BE 453

BG 2

CY 248

CZ 4

DE 1548

DK 3

EE 0

ES 2170

FI 5

FR 5003

GR 21

HR 0

HU 11

IE 69

IT 885

LT 84

LU 0

LV 2

MT 3

NL 45

PL 2116

PT 2

RO 13

SE 122

SI 2

SK 12

Total Publisher 12,882
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